Private companies as sources of big data for research:
an example from mobile phone networks
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mobile phone networks:
a massive, global source of data on human mobility
There are now more mobile phones in use than there are people in the world to use them

Source: ITU

mobile phones: excellent potential source of information about population distributions and movements
2
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mobile phone networks:
potential and opportunities
Natural disasters, disease outburst, terrorist attacks:
knowing where people are, and when, is key for planning response.
Need for accurate, spatially-explicit, high resolution maps of population distributions through time!
Population distribution details are usually drawn from a census.
- Typically every several years - details quickly become inaccurate or incomplete
- In many poorer countries census data can be especially outdated
- Anyway, a census only provides static information
Mobile phones can provide invaluable data
- The call connection records are updated at high speed
- The anonymous ID of the user, the time and the location of the routing tower are potentially available
Obvious (solvable) issues of privacy and commercial interests.!

!
Use of data from mobile networks could become a routine practice, in collaboration with
governments, providing better understanding of population dynamics and response to crisis.!
In a wider sense, mobile phone data are driving a new “computational social science”
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One billion mobile calls database from France and Portugal
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and development indicators (3, 5, 26, 27). However,
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Regardless
of how sophisticateddistribution
these methods are, they reReveal spatio-temporal patterns
of population
main largely constrained by population count data from censuses

During the past few decades, technologies such as remote sensing,
geographical information systems, and global positioning systems
have transformed the way the distribution of human population is
studied and modeled in space and time. However, the mapping of
populations remains constrained by the logistics of censuses and
surveys. Consequently, spatially detailed changes across scales of
days, weeks, or months, or even year to year, are difficult to assess
and limit the application of human population maps in situations
in which timely information is required, such as disasters, conflicts,
or epidemics. Mobile phones (MPs) now have an extremely high
penetration rate across the globe, and analyzing the spatiotemporal distribution of MP calls geolocated to the tower level may
overcome many limitations of census-based approaches, provided
that the use of MP data is properly assessed and calibrated. Using
datasets of more than 1 billion MP call records from Portugal and
France, we show how spatially and temporarily explicit estimations of population densities can be produced at national scales,
and how these estimates compare with outputs produced using
C
alternative human population mapping methods. We also demB how maps of human population changes can be produced
onstrate
over multiple timescales while preserving the anonymity of MP
users. With similar data being collected every day by MP network
providers across the world, the prospect of being able to map
contemporary and changing human population distributions over
relatively short intervals exists, paving the way for new applications and a near real-time understanding of patterns and processes in human geography.

despite improvements, these data still have many limitations.
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that form the basis for the estimation of population distributions
across large areas (10–17). Although the increasing use of global
positioning and geographical information system technologies
has supported the improved collection of census data and their
processing, censuses remain an infrequent and expensive source
of detailed population data. Moreover, for many low-income
countries, the unreliability of estimates, low spatial resolution,
and complete lack of contemporary data represent further limitations. These restrictions mean that the latest health indicators
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populations at risk often may be based on outdated and coarse input population data (26, 28, 29), a particularly restrictive feature when accurate contemporary numbers
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opportunities for low-income countries

Figure 1: Mobile connections, population and penetration in SSA since 2
penetration, 2012
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Mobile phone data to improve response to natural disasters
5/12/2016 Rapid and Near Real-Time Assessments of Population Displacement Using Mobile Phone Data Following Disasters: The 2015 Nepal Earthquake – PLOS
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Improved Response to Disasters and Outbreaks by
Tracking Population Movements with Mobile Phone
Network Data: A Post-Earthquake Geospatial Study in
Haiti
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Data  Following  Disasters:  The  2015  Nepal
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Abstract
Data
from 282 million calls from 1.9 million individuals
Background: Population movements following disasters can cause important increases in morbidity and mortality. Without
knowledge of the locations of affected people, relief assistance is compromised. No rapid and accurate method exists to
track population movements after disasters. We used position data of subscriber identity module (SIM) cards from the
largest mobile phone company in Haiti (Digicel) to estimate the magnitude and trends of population movements following
the Haiti 2010 earthquake and cholera outbreak.

Estimated: number of individuals displaced; timing of major
population movements; areas of the country involved

Methods and Findings: Geographic positions of SIM cards were determined by the location of the mobile phone tower
through which each SIM card connects when calling. We followed daily positions of SIM cards 42 days before the
earthquake and 158 days after. To exclude inactivated SIM cards, we included only the 1.9 million SIM cards that made at
least one call both pre-earthquake and during the last month of study. In Port-au-Prince there were 3.2 persons per included
SIM card. We used this ratio to extrapolate from the number of moving SIM cards to the number of moving persons. Cholera
outbreak analyses covered 8 days and tracked 138,560 SIM cards. An estimated 630,000 persons (197,484 Digicel SIM cards),
present in Port-au-Prince on the day of the earthquake, had left 19 days post-earthquake. Estimated net outflow of people
(outflow minus inflow) corresponded to 20% of the Port-au-Prince pre-earthquake population. Geographic distribution of
population movements from Port-au-Prince corresponded well with results from a large retrospective, population-based UN
survey. To demonstrate feasibility of rapid estimates and to identify areas at potentially increased risk of outbreaks, we
produced reports on SIM card movements from a cholera outbreak area at its immediate onset and within 12 hours of
receiving data.

•

Outflow of individuals from post-earthquake cholera outbreak
focus area towards safe areas

•

Outcome of analysis available and usable within 12 hours

Conclusions: Results suggest that estimates of population movements during disasters and outbreaks can be delivered
rapidly and with potentially high validity in areas with high mobile phone use.
Please see later in the article for the Editors’ Summary.

Limitations and issues:

Citation: Bengtsson L, Lu X, Thorson A, Garfield R, von Schreeb J (2011) Improved Response to Disasters and Outbreaks by Tracking Population Movements with
Mobile Phone Network Data: A Post-Earthquake Geospatial Study in Haiti. PLoS Med 8(8): e1001083. doi:10.1371/journal.pmed.1001083
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L.  Rapid  and  Near  Real-Time  Assessments  of  Population  Displacement  Using  Mobile  Phone  Data
Tweet
Following  Disasters:  The  2015  Nepal  Earthquake.  PLOS  Currents  Disasters.  2016  Feb  24  .  Edition
1.  doi:  10.1371/currents.dis.d073fbece328e4c39087bc086d694b5c.
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